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Abstract:
The scheme for treatinq qroup constants, which is used in
the space dependent dvnamics code KINTIC /1/, has been revised
to include microscopic qroup constants depending on material
ccmposi~ion. A description of the new scheme is given. The
different calculational staps to be performed for creatinq a
data set of group constants for KINTIC-2 are described together
with the special codes to be used in the process. In readinq
ttd s report, a prospective user of KINTIC-2 will be able 1:0
prepar.ethe group .constants ror the code.
Berechnun~ von Gruppenkonstanten
für den 2weidimensionahn D~namikcode KINTIC-2
Kurzfa'3sun~):
Das in dem ortsabhinRiqen D~namikcode KINTIC 11/ benutzte
Gruppenkonstantenschema wurde so abgeindert, dass die
Abh~nqiqkeit mikroskopisc,ar G~uppenkonstanten von de~
Materialzusc1mmensetzun9 behandelt werden kann. Das neue Schema
wird vorqestellt. Die verschiedenen Rechenschritte, die bei de~
Erstellunq eines Dat':lsets von Gruppenkonstanten für KINTIC-2
durchlaufen werden müssen, werden zusammen mit den dafür
benötigten Spezialroutinen beschrieben. Der Report soll
zukünftige Benutzer von KINTIC-2 in die Lage versetzen, die
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1. Introduetion
The two dimensional d).fnamics program KINTIC has been
developed for the calculat ion of the predisassemblll phase of
h).fpothetical core di3ruptiv~ aceidents. Its first version,
KINTIC~l /1/, was riompleted in 1972. Subsequently, a number of
modifications were made le:iding to the newer version KINTIC-2
/2/, whieh has recentlll bee" included in the Karlsruhe nuelear
code system KAPRDS /3/. Currentlll 1t 13 belng coupled to the
thermod\fnamics modules of the point kinetlcs safet).! analysis
code CAPRI-2 /4/.
As 90::>0 as KINTIC-1 was used for production runs, it became
obvious that the initial scheme for treating group constants
was not suitej for big problems. In this scheme one set of
macroscopic qroup constants is used föT' eaeh 'feedback zone',
I. e. eaeh zone that differs from Hs neighbors not onlv In
material eompositlon and neutron spectrum but, in addi1: Ion, In
temperature :md material densit).f. These macroscopic group
constants are broken UP into the contributions of the so-called
maero-materlals, e. g. fuel, clad, coolant, etc., which are
added up at each time step to result In the total macroscopic
group constants. The effects of temperatul'e and densit).! chanqes
on macroscopic qroup eonstants ean be accounted for in this
scheme, hut not the effect of density chanqes on mlcroscoplc
qroup constants. (for an evaluation of the importance of
'treatinq composltion dependent microscopic qroup constants in
practical cases see /5/.) If this last effect is to be
included, one would have to use several sets of macroscopic
qroup constants pel' feedback zone. 'fhis would lead to
unacceptablu biq data blocks and a big number of calculational
operations per time step.
P,)r KINTIC-2, another scheme has therefore been adopted,
which links the data sets of ~·roup eonsti\nts containlnq all
information on microscopic group constants dependinq on
densities and tempel'ature to the basic l'eactor zones onlv, i.
e. to the zones dlffel'inq in initial material composition or -
if qroup-collapsinq is us~d - In neutron spec1:rum. The total
number of these zones i9 limited even in a blq assemblll' and
the resultinq data set has berefore an acceptable lenqth.
One result of the altered scheme for treating group
constants is the abilitll to tl'eat the effeets of microscopic
qroup constants depending:>o density changes, e. g. of sodium
01' fueI. rirst results of compal'ative calculations have been
published elsewhere /5/ and ~eed not be repeated here.
When chanqinq the sehena for treating ql'OUP constants,
proqraws have to be provided for produclnq 1:he data sets to he
used in KINTIC-2. As far as Dossible, use has been made of the
old proqrams described in the report on KINTIC-l /1/, but one
prcqram, KINcO, had 1:0 be added. The resultinq set of pl'ograms
has now been included in th~ KAPROS llbrary, and an additional
mod u 1e , KIN 1..J Q9 was IN I' I t t en , wh ich Ist 0 be Us e d t 0 q e t her wi t h
KINCO and the older proqrams for produclnq a file of group
constants In one step.
Zum Druck im: Hai 1976
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This repol't intends to enable a prospective user of KINTIC-2
to produce a file of Qroup constants for the code. It starts
wii:h a descriptlon of the scheme for treatlnq Qroup constants
in c hapt er 2. In c ha pie r :3, 1:he user i s 1n trod uced to the
different staQes in the produc1:1on of the file of qroup
constanis calculat ion of Qroup constants, calculation of
temperature derivatives of qroup constants, reor~anization. The
special pl'oqrams to be used in this process toqether with
alread)/ existinq proqrams are described in chapters 4-7, and
the input for two illustrative sampie case8 18 listed in an
append i x.
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~. The scheme foT' 1:r~atin:} qroup constants used in KINTIC-2
The new scheme for treatinq group constants in KINTIC-2 was
developed in order io achievethe followi ng three object ives:
1. 1:0 qei data blocks cf group constants, whieh are of
manaqeable size even far a big number of prompt neutron
groups ()6) and feedback zones;
2. to include microscoplc group constants dependin~ on
material compositlon;
3. to dispose of a flexible scheme admitting a simple as
weil as a sophisticated traatment of (:troup constants ..
These goals are reached with 1:he iniroduction of a reador
subzone concept for the grouD cons1:an1:s, in which each subzone
is provided with a data sei: contain1nq all information on group
constants depending on comD~sition and temperature. The number
of 3ubzones to be used depends on the deqree of sophist 1cation
desired. At the ver'J mininum thell comprise all zones with
different material compositions .. Sligh1 deviations in one zone
due to e. q. stead'J state tenperature distributions need not be
taken into account. If neCe~33af'V, these zones are to be div ided
into as manv subzones as are needed for the adequate treatment
of the different neutron spec1:ra. The subzones need not he
gecmetrical1'J coherent .. For example, one core enrichment zone
mav be divided into two 3ubzones characterized h'J different
spectra, one pertaininq t) the core zone centra1 region, the
seeond one to the two regions adjacent to the upper !'Ind lower
b la n ket ..
r]ne mu~d 1:hen determin! for each subzone seperate1v, how
man'J sets of qroup cons1:ants are 1:0 be used for an adequate
description of the effect of the material movements takinq
p1ac'2 during the transient. In a void ease onemall use one with
and one without coolant for each subzone in which voidinq is
expected, end on IV one set for the normal eomposition for
sub z () ne s , wh ich are not a f fee ted b ~ v 0 i d i ng. S i mpIe l' s c hem e s
usinq but one set for each subzone and mueh more complieated
ones takinq into aecount the effeets of alterations in clad and
fuel contents in addition 1:0 voidinq ma~ be realized. It must
be stressed, that the wa'J in which the qroup constants in one
subzone ar~ treated does not affeci: the scheme to be used in
another subzone .. Thus, one mav e. g .. treat the core zone of a
reac1:or wl th 1:he most ::omplicated scheme compris lng 12
different sets of qroup co'\s-tants and Doppler data and in the
same caleulation use the most simple scheme, i. e .. one set
without Doppler data, for reflectcr zones ..
The number of variants that ma'J be used for treat.ing ehan~es
of material composition is the following:
1. For chanqes of coolant conients (voldinq), two sets ma'J
be used, one for the normal and one for the voided case ..
2. Changes of clad eont~nts (elad slumping) mav be treated
with two sets also, the first of whieh pertains to the normal
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eonditions. The second on~ ma~ pertain to zero elad contents
in eases where onl)/ elad ~dumping Is antieipa1:ed, or 1:0 zero
c lad + st,:,uetural material eontents, if movements of the
structural material are to be treated in addition.
3. changes of fuel contents (fuel slumpinQ) ma~ be trea1:ed
with 1:hree sets for normal, zero, and twice normal fuel
coneent rat ion.
Ir this seheme is used bits full extent, 12 sets of group
constants per subzone result .. Praetieally, this will oe done
cnly for eore zones and ::>ossibly for blanket zones. For all
other zone3 (reflector5, absorbers, e1:e.) simpler versions of
the scheme wi 11 be used, most ly only one sei.
For ineludinQ composition dependent microseopic group
con'3-tan1:s i1: i5 not necessar)l to store the group constants of
each isotope seperetelvo Rather, the Qroup constants of all
i 50 tope s formi nQ one maero-ma te1"i al are summarized - as 1t was
done in t he 01 d s eheme al ready - re~JUl t inQ in the maeroseopi c
Qroup constants of this maero-rnaterial In the standard
ccmposition. Ir this value i5 dlvided b~ the density end volume
fraction of the macro-materi~l in the standard composition, ihe
re5ultinq value is equivalent to a microseopic group constant
for the maero-material. In the followinq, the term 'micr05copie
group constant' will alwavs be used in this sense If not
explicitely stated otherwise.
'..Jith the programs to be deseribed in the followinH chapters
the date sets of qroup constants are ealculated and eonverted
into the form sultable for KINTIC-2. Apart from the file thus
created, the only additional information KINTTC-2 needs for the
caleulation of group constants Is on which feedback zone
pertains to whlch subzone. In case the initial composition of
the feedback zone deviates from the steady 5tate composit ion of
the subzone, e. q. in the ease of coolant densities dependinq
on axial position, the deviation must be specified. The ~roup
eenstants for the aetual state of the reaetor are determined in
KINTIC-2 bv interpolating the values of the mieroseopic group
constants in the different sets" The interpolation 19 not
1 ineal" and will be speeified in detail later.
The file of grouD constants, wlth whleh KTNTIC-2 Is
provided, thus eontain5 far each subzone qroup constants for
different variants of the steady state composition, e~ch of
which is characterized bV a set of standard de~sities and
vol ume fractions for the macro-materi.als (fuel, clad, ete.)
contributlnq to the eomposition" The following maero-materials
may be specified: Fuel ('BRENN'), clad ('HUELL'), coolant
('KUr:l!L'), and structural material ('STRUK'). For physical
reasons, denslties and volume fraetions are always defined
seperatelv, but in the treatment of the group constants, only
the p roduct i 5 0 f any impor ta n ce"
The sets of group constan1:s pertaining to the different
varianis of eompositions are ealeulated for the referenee
temperature T • For subzones containing ruel, the te'mperature
derivatives of the maeroscopic fission and eapture ~roup
ccnstants at different temparatures are ealculated in addition




ThlJS, the temperature dependence of group constants is
transfered to KINTIC-2 via the group dependent Doppler
paraweters A and Xe (ne set ofttese parameters 13 calculated
f 0 I' e ach v ar 1an 1: 0 f a co !11 pos 1 t i cn co n ta in in 9 .f uel •
In KINTIC-2, actual group cOflstants for each feedback zone
are calculated from the date collected in the file of group
constants u9ing the actual material densities, volume fractions
al'ld temperaturese First, the group constants of the
macro-materials and thelr derivatives are interpolated with
regard to the roicre3copic 9roup constants depending on the
standard compositionse Then, the derivatives of the group
ccnstal'lts are Integrated UP to the actual fuel temperature and
added to the group constants, resulting in the group constants
cf the macrc-materialsfor t~e actual temperatures. At last,
tte eontrlbutions of 1:he macrc-rraterlals are added 1:0 result in
the actual maeroscopic group cons1:ant of the 1:o1:al composition.
Tt>ese cperations are performed b)/ the module QSUf'o', which Is
part of the KINTIC-2 sllstem.
For a bettel' understandlnp, He formulas used in QSUM \r<i 11
be 1 isted here. The actuat state cf a feeciback zone 1s
characteriz~d b:.t tpe set of densities, vclume fracHons and
fuel temperature:
The total macroscopic s:Jroup constant of this zone i5 the sum
of the contributions of the different macro-materials:
M
~lJ~\F\l ... t~~)I'1)Tl:; S r.m-[(~\f)11 ... ()\f)l\;IITJ
\'l'\.:' '"
(2 )
2: total macroscopic qroup constant
L. macroscopic ql'OUP constant of ß1acro-material m
m
M total number of macro-materials
(~Y:)...."produet of actual denslt)J '* aetusl volume fraction cf
macre-material m
T tempera t ure of f ue 1
The rracrcscopic s:J~oup cons1ant of macrc-material m 15 Qiven
b)J tre interpclateci group constant fol" the reference
temperature and the int>3qrated terrperature de.I"ivat ive (i f an:.t):
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~m- [( ~'f)~ )... (fF)M )T} :
:: (~\F)n,. t~~ [(~V=)Ä)"'(~V:)M )T()] +
T .




~\"t\. interpclaied microscoplc group constant
os~ in1:erpolated derIvative cf roicroscopic group constant
'C>T
(:10 c(1)/ for m.:fuel)
Ta reference tempe 1'a ture
ihe interpolation is perforffed with·the values of the group
constants for the macro-material calculated for the different
standard variants of the cClTposlticn of the adequate sutzone
fcr the reference temperature. Each of these variants Is
characterized b)/ a set of vclume fractions and densities for
the macrc-materials, i. e.:
)
1"\. (\1:)0.-variant n: (oV= Q'f I") . ,,)".. ) 1\1) 0
The value of the group cerstant of macro-material m for
variant n 19 2::::'. This 19 the macrcscopic group constant
ccntained in the file.lte interpolation is pe1'formed on
(4 )
i. e. on the microscopic group constant of the
macro-material. Thus, the i nteq:c lated g-roup censt ant for t ~e
referef1ce temperature is given l:::)/:
G"~ [( ~ \F)~ I'" ( ~ v:) M l T o 1:: F[ ~~ )-" (;": ;
'F)A ('F)-t (v:)1. (\F) N(es 04)'-' ~ 1'1) ~ Ij)'~' ~ M)
(~'F).q_.. ('5\F)(\1J
N number cf variants
F interpolation funcUon dependlng cn t)/pe cf
(,lfOUp constant and on number of variants
(5 )
For the calculaticn of the temperature derivatlv$s In eq.
(3), thoa parameters A andxfrcmeq.(l)aretl"el!!ted intre
same wa~ as the group constanise The Doppler parameters of
varian1: 'n are A"'and )(n.. lhe i nterpclaticn 15 pel"fol"med on:
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(6 )
Here, a~ Is equivalent to the derivative of a microscopic
group consta.nt, whereas xl'\" being an exponent, need not be
normal ized. For the interpolation, eq. (5) is used with a 01' x,
respectively, instead of G' • The integrat ion in eq. (3) i s then
performed using the interpolated parameters.
The interpolation functi3n F depends on the type of data to
be interpolated group constant, a, 01' x and on the
macrc-lJ1aterial on which the data depend. I1: Is mostly nonlinear
owing 1:0 1:he nonlinear dependence of self-shieldlng factors on
material composition. ihe way in which these formulas were
established has been described in detail elsewhere /5/. The
functions F, which are u~ed in KINTIc.-2, are listed in1:able 1.
As an example, formulas (2 )-(5) will be given for a case, In
which group constants are to be interpolated between the voided
and the unvoided case (N=2) for only two macro-materials, fuel
and coolan1:, present. The two standard variants are
characterized by:
A ~ n.<!lt"N\Q.t
1 • vari·:mt: ( ~ IF ) = C~ v= )flAAR ( ~ \F ) = ( ) \F )t~ t-ICl.. Ne...
\F ) ').. ( \F) ').. \F)
VOI'c.l.
') variant: ( ~ = \F ) = ( )L •• ) , ) N....~ .f~ Ne&.
In the second variant, the sodlum contents Is assumed 1:0 be
a small, non-zero fracHon of the n.:)!'mal sodium cont ents in
erder to qet non-zero sodium group constants for the
interpolation. The qroup constants con1:ained in the set of
qroup constants for fuel and sodlum are:
~ f~ ~ ~f~L(~ V:)f~ ) ( ~ 'F) :~_uJ. )T o 1
"" ?- '" "" [( \f) (V=) vcn:c.I.'- f~ L.~ ~ fWd.») Nec..
2:. N~ = ~ N4. l.' ~ v:) fv.a.l )(~ \f):~Vi\o.e
~ ~~ =2 N.. L(~ 'F) f~ ) ( ~ 'F) ::'d.
Group constants of fuel and sodium for interpolation:
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'l.





(~ v= ) No.. :
(~ 'P)Wo.
I1roup constants for fue! and sodium are,
densities and volume fractions (')\F >f...ut '
A






M 4- A (5a )Ga.
{ud.






Ir no temperature effect9 are present, the macroscopic I1roup
constant in thls example 19 l1iven b~:
Xl [( ~ 'f)twJ. ) ( ~ \F)N~)Ta ] ~
:: G'"f' ( ~ \F) + G" i (p \F)
\AJ. fl.UJ N~) No..
(2 ,3a)
In the above, we have mainl~ been concerned wlth the
calculation of actual macroscoplc group constants from the data
provided in a file of qroup ccnstants for KINTIC-2. In t he
remaining part of th~ rep:>rt, a description will be qiven of
the process, bV which this f11e of basic I1roup constants 15 to
be cl'Bated.
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3. Creation of a data set of group eonstants for KINTIC-2
The caleulation
eomprises six steps:
oft he group eon sian t 9 for Kr NTIc-2
O. Establishing eompos1tions and providing eol1apsing
spectra for all subzones.
1. Calculatlon and eol1apsing of group constants depending
on the different isotopes.
2. Evaluation of group constants for the di fferent
maero-materials.
3. Transformation of block format.
4. Caleulation of Doppler p'lrametel's.
5. Reorganlzation.
Of these steps, the zero'th ls Jeft to the user. One eould
thlnk cf a more automatie pr::>eedure whleh does part of the work
for this step too, mainl~ the setup of the different variants
of the steadN state compositicn of one subzone. Sinee thls
would ental I a number of important changes in alreadll existinq
programs, maini)! the pro~JI'ams fcr evaluation of group constants
for KINTIC-1, and s ince a new set of group constants i s onl~
calculated once in a while, work on such a procedure was
postponed for the moment.
Thus, the user has to determine the necessar~ number of
subzones, and for eaeh subzone, the number of compositlon
variants to be used, and has to caleulate the isotopic
composition of eaeh variant hlmself. In the oase of group
cc11apsi nq, adequilt e collaps Ing spectra have to be determined
for each variant.
In performlng this zero'th step, the user has to observe a
number of rules. The NUSYS programs used for caleulating the
group cons1:ants cannot make a difference between compos it ions
pertaininq to different subzones, but calcula'te the sets of
qroup constants In the order In which the isotope compositions
are qlven in the input (I. e. the KOMPO block). The user must
therefore p~ovide for the riqht order. The rules are:
1. No intermlxinq of :ompositions for different subzones
isa I 1owed.
?. If mlcroscopie qroup constants are to depend on coolant
contents, the composltion with nOl'mal coo1ant eontents is to
be listed first, followed b~ the one for the voided cas~.
Likewise for dependence on clad contents, fil'st the normal
composition and then the one wi'th zero clad contents is to he
given. If the group eonstants depend on fuel contents, the
ccmpcsitions are to be 1 istad in the order: Normal contents,
zero contents, twlce normal contents.
3. Ir mlcroscopic group constants are 1:0 depend on more
than one macro-material, the order 1s the same as above with
the contents of the first variable component var~ing most
rapidl~, the contents of the last one var~ing least rapidl)!.
For the programs, the order of macro-materials is determined
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bV the order, in which thev are listed in the input for KINCO
(see chapter 6). In the most ~eneral case with ~roup
constants dependlnq on fueI, clad, and eoolant contents, the
1:welve variants are to be ~lven in the foI10wing order (order
of maero-materials: 1. fuel; 2. cIad; 3. eoolan1:):
Nr. Fue 1 Cl ad Coolant
1 1'0 r ma 1 norms 1 norm a 1
2 1 ze 'ro' ., , ,
3 2 * norma 1 ' , 9 1
4 no rma 1 'zero'
, ,
5 ' ze 1'0' ., , ,
6 2 * normal ' ,
, ,
7 norma I norrral 'zero'
8 f zero' , 1 , 'I
9 2 * no rm8 1 ' , I ,
10 normal 'zero f 'I 1
11 f ze 1'0 f f , f f
12 2 * normal 'I ,
f ,
Of course, ir the order of mac ro-mat~ria1 s i s ehanged, the
erder of composlt ions in the above table Is 1:0 be chan!=led
aecordinglv.
In the foregoin~ list, zero contents has been put in
quotation marks beeause mostlv the contents in this case should
not be zero but a small fr8c1:10n of the normal contents.
Otherwise, zero group constants mav result making an
interpclation impossible. Thi9 i5 not the case if another
maero-material havinq the same isotope composition is pre5ent
and is not reduced to zero, as e. g. in the case of clad
slumpinq onlv, when the content9 of the strllcLlral material Is
not altered. The fourth rule i9 therefore:
4. Unless the ~roup constants depend on clad contents
excludin~ structural material contents, zero material
contents is to be reolaced b\f E. * normal material contents.
e.. = 10-1.j ls recommended for clad + structural material and ror
the coolant .. ror the fuel, E. = 11f:l. should be used, because
the temperature derivatives are not calculated for smaller
fuel concentrations.
As far as possible, staps 1-5 are done with the pro~ram3t
which were used already tor the KINTIC-l set of Qroup constants
/1/, but in an updated versbn. The main differences are:
1. All proQrams are inte~rated in the KAPROS system.
2 • D0 iJ pie r da ta ha ve no 1: tobe t ra n s fe l'e d t 0 K1 NT I C- 2 via
cards, but are part of tre file of !=lI"OUP constants.
3. A program (KINCO) for reorganizin~ the data for use in
KINTIC-2 has to be run a1: the end of 1:he eompilation of ~roup
consian1:s.
In addition, 1:he module KINWQ has been developed, which is
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1:0 be used 1:0 mastermind the different stBps of the
calcu lati on. It especlall)! t rensfers the blocks con"iaini nq the
compositlons and the collapsinq spectra (KOMPO and SPCKT) from
the proqram part for calculatinq qroup constants 1:0 1:he Doppler
part. For ihe KINTIc-1 qroup constants calculation, these
blocks had to be duplicated. Optionall)!, one ma)! use
preproqramm3d checkpoints after the calculation of qroup
constants and after the Doppler calculation for checkinq
intermediate results before continuinq.
Bef'ore starting with the input description for the special
programs to be used in steps 1-5, a more detailed description
o f whai i s per f 0 r me d i n e ach s te p w1 1 1 beg i v e n. It isas s u me d ,
that the reader is acquainted with the Karlsruhe NUSYS s)!stem.
step 1: Calculation and collapsinq of group constants
dependinq on the different ls~topes --
This siep is performed with the KAPROS-NUSYS programs for
calculation of qroup constantso Normali)!, the block of qroup
cons~ants for all Isotopes In all compositlons is far too biq
before collapsing to be stoNd in the fast memor)! of, e. !=J. the
IBM 370/168. Therefore, qroups of 3-7 compositions depending on
the number of isotopes must be calculated seperatel)! and stored
externallv after collapsln~. In this case, step 1 Is run
repeatedl)! berore proceeding with step 2. The operations to he
done in each run - calculation of group constants, collapsing,
external storage of results - are controlled b~ the user via
the NUSYS input. At the end of step(s) 1, either one block of
qroup constants and one block of isotope compositions is in
interna1 storage for onlv one group of compositions - 01'
several blocks are on an external file - for more than one
group of compositions. In addition, the block containing the
collapsing spectra is In internal stora\le.
Step 2: Evaluation of group constants for the different
mac ro-mat e ri als
The program to be usej for thi s is the KAPROS-NUSYS code
0225" (chaDter 4). This proqram expects the block of group
ccnstants and the one containing the isotope compositions in
internal storage. Therefore, in the case of but one group of
ccmpositions, one ma)! direetlll start siep 2 with 02250. In the
case of more than one qroup, one rrust use the KAPRnS-NUSYS code
022?1 for reading the results from external storage and
ccmbining them in one block of qroup constants and one block of
isotope compositlons. NUSYS program 0225C summarizes the group
constants for the maero-material 9 from the group constants for
t~e different isotopes and incorporates the data of the delaved
neutrons.
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-- step 3: Transformation of block format --
The block of group constants resultin~ after step 2 has 1:he
so-ca lied SIGMA strueture and must be converted to1:he SIGMN
structure, which is the one used by KINTIC-2 .. This is done bll
the KAPROS module CCSCTN. Whereas in step 1 and 2 1:he user .has
to de1:ermine the operations via input, this step is run
automaticall)/ b}/ KINWQ. Acheckpoint is possible after step 3.
(If the qroup constants are to be used for KINTIC-l 1ns1:ead of
KINTIC-2, the further steps are to be omitted.)
-- Step 4: Calculation of Doppler parameters
The program 'for evaluation of Doppler data, forme'rl)/ call~d
DOPK1N, has now been incorporated in the KAPROS version of
NUSYS and i s to be referedto as 04100 (chapter 5). l1:s
function Is unal1:ered. 1t makes successive calls to the NUSYS
program 01706 for calculating the temperature derivatives of
the capture and fission qroup censtants in all compositions and
in the end collapses the results and approximates them bll eq.
( 1 ) • Ther e s u I t s are s tor e don t he i nt e r me dia t e fi I e 0 f gr0 u p
ccnst'3nts.
-- Step 5: Reorganization
The last part of the :>rganization i9 performed bll the
proqram KINCO. It enlarqes the block of macroscopic qroup
constants if necessarv, deletes superfluou9 blocKs,which are
created bll 02250 for usa in KINTIC-1 but are not used in
KPJTIC-2, and sets up 1:wo ne", blocks. The result is an external
file con1:aln1ng foul' blocks (three in case of a calculation
withou1: feedback):
I. Ableck of macroscopic ~roup constants wlih a1: least as
manll compositions as 1:here are feedback zones in 1:he reactor
to be calculated. At thls stageof the calculaiion the actual
values of the group constants con1:alned in toe block are
irrelevant. 11: serves to transfer 1:he special structure of
the S1GMN block 1:0 KINrrC-2, which in the course of 1:he
calculations fi11s i1: up with the macroscopic group constants
for the actual state of the reacior. The name of this block
in KINT1C-2 is TOTCRO.
11. A block containinq the group constants of all
macrc-ma1:erials in all compositions pertaining 1:0 all
sub.zones. Thjs Is the basic bleck cf qroup cons1:an1:s for 1:he
ref'erence tempera1:ure, from which actual macroscopic group
constants arecalculated. In KINTIC-2, this blOCK is called
MATCBO.
IrI. A block containirlq information on densities and
volume fractions of the macro-materials in all compositions.
11: consists mainlll of the input for the program KINCO (see
chapter 6) and is called CJREl in KINTIC-2.
IV. A block contalning the temperature deI'ivatives of the
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fission and capture ~roup constants in all compositions. This
block 15 called DOPLER in <INTIC-2.
POl' the calculation of qroup constants for KINTIC-2, foul'
programs have to be used, which were especially written for
this purpose: The KAPROS-\JUSYS codes 02250 (written b~ H.
Bachmann /1/) and 04100, and the KAPROS modules KINCO and
KINWQ. Thou~h the first two of these have been described
elsewhere alreadll /1/, their input description wIll be included
for completeness in the next two chapters of "this report. In
the fcllowin~ two chapters, a description of the two new
programs, KINCO and KINWQ, Is given, and same special input
Gonsideratians for the use of a11 programs with KINWQ,
including those KAPROS-~USYS codes whlch are not described
here, are included in chapter 7.
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4. The KAPROS-NUSYS code 02250
In this ch'=lpter and the following ones, some input 1ists are
ffiven. Thü~ are w-rltten in the usua1 NUSYS format for
unformatted input with Kn signif~ing a new card and Sn a
loglcal declsion. Variable names starting with I-N Indlcate
Ci xed poi nt numbers, all others are float ing point numbers. All
input is subject to the KAPROS input specifications.
The input description of the code 02250 was glven In /1/
alread~. The Input for the K~PROS version dfffers from the old
on e a t t wo pol n t s 0 n I '-l: I n K2, t he f i I' S t con s t an t nu mbel' I s
altered, and in K14 and K13, a dumm~ Input emplo~ing existent
ccmposltion numbers Is used Insiead of 1:he old Input. (If He
file of group cons1:ants Is 1:0 be used for KINTIC-l, K14 and K15
have thelr old meanlng.)








Number of energll groups (~26)
Nurnber of compositlons in the KOMPn block
Number of original composi Hons to be dupl icated
for use in KINTIC
S3 if NMW=O continue wi1:h K5, otherwise wlth K4
The number of compositions Is enlarged in the
followlng wav: compositions Nt11{I) through
NM2 ( I ) are I dan t tc alt 0 co mpos 1 t i c n NI D( I ) •
For T=1, f\Ml llust equal 1'11+1; for 1>1,
N~n( I )=m12( 1-1 )+1
Number of precursors (~6)
Number of heavv Isotopes producing delaved
neutrons






S 6 f 0 I' e ach pr e c ur so r K 7
K7 (CHrD(I), Group dependent dela~ed neutron speetrum
I=1,NG)
S8 fo-r each of the MBETA ~eav~ isotopes K9
K9 NAME
( BET AC I) ,
1=1 ,NBETA )
( XLA M( I ),
I=1,NBETA)
Name of the isotope as given in the KCMPO block
(e. g. 'lJ2350')
rraet Ion of precursors pl"oduced in fi sslon for
each precursor group
Deca~ constant for each precursor group
S10 fo-r each of the MI original compositions K11 - K13
K11 NAK
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Number of macro-malcrials in the composition
(~5). Normall~ NAK = 1 for compositions in
non-feedback zones and NAK = 4 01' 5 in feedback
zones









Name of the macro-material. Possible names:
'BRENN' for fuel, 'HUELL' fO.r clad, 'KUEHL' for
coolant, 'STRUK' for structural material, and
, BON DI' f 0 r b:> n d in fI. The mac r 0 - ma 1: e r i a 1 'B0 ND I '
ma)l be us e d f 0 r ga t her i n9 c 0 nt r i bu t ions, wh ich
for some reason shall not turn up in the other
macro-materials.
Number of isotopes contributing to the material
For each isotope: ~ts name as glven in the KCMPO
blocK, e. g. 'AL270';the fraction of Its con-
centration contributing to the maero-material,
i. e. O<fRACT( I )~1. The sum of the fractions of
each isotope in all maero-materials pertaining
1:0 one eomposition must equal 1.




5. The KAP~OS-NUSYS code 04100
Thls was rormerl~ the NUSYS code DOPKIN, which had to be
linked to the NUSYS-s~stem via a compile-and-link step for each
usa. It is now inte~rated in the KAPROS-NUSYS s)/stem and given
the number 04100. ihe results are not punched on cards an~
more, out written on the intermediate fi le of group constants.
Accol'din~ to the chan~e of name, the first input card is
altered, but otherwise the input Is the same as before.
The expansion polynomial cited below ma~ be used for varying
the fuel densitll wlth tempel'ature. For KINTIc-2, let Pl=P2=O
for all composi1:ion5.













Number of temperature5 to be calculated «(15)
Temperatures (0 K) '"
Number of expansion pollinomials (~6)
Constant and lineal' coefficlen1: for each polll-
nomial
K4 (MIPOL( I), For each comp:lsition, number of the adequate
I=l,MI) expansion polvnomial. MI is the total number of
compositions as Qiven in the KGMPO block








Ne w n um be r 0 f ~ r ou ps
tOl' each new qroup, number of the last old ~roup
i t cont si ns (as ingroup co.11 ap sing proqram
00352 of NUSYS)
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G. 1he mod ul e KI NCC
As has been stated alread~, KINcO serves to transform the
da1:a blocks calculated b~ tne proqrams rer group constants and
D0 p pIe r i nt 0 t h e form ne e d € d b~ KI NT I C- 2 • r: s p e c i all )I, t h e i np u t
for KINcO is needed for setting up the relation between the
subzones and the different eompositions. The name of the input
block for KINCO is KINcOI, i1:s testmodule is PM=PKINCO. Thus
the eard input for KINCO Is to be preceded bythe KAPROS
control card:
*KSIOX DBN=K INCOI,TYP=CARD,P"1=PKINCO
Input list for KINCO:
K1 NMN
NrE
Maximum number of feedback zones to be used in
KINTIC-2
1: Calculatio~ with feedback
0: No feedhack
Nurnber of subzones
S2 for each eomposition, ineluding those duplieated by 02250,
on e c ar d K3
K3 MB
NMAMA
( MAN A( I),
KONU(I),
RHO(I),
VF( I ) ,
I=l,NMAMA)
Number of subzone to which the compositton
belonqs
Number of maero-materials
Name of maero-material (8 alphanumerieal
eharaeters; possible: 'BRENN', 'HUELL',
, KUE HL " , ST RJ K', an d 'BON Dl' )
control number for dependence of microseopie
qroup oonstants:
0: Microseopic group constants do not depend on
maero-material I
1: Interpolation with 2 points, nonlinear
formula (coolant voiding, i. e. for
MANA( I) = 'KUEHL')
2: Interpolation with 2 points, linear funetion
(clad slumpinq without structural material,
i. e. for'1l\NA(I)= 'HUELV)
3: Interpolation with 2 points, nontlneer
formula, cLad and struetural material are
tr e a t €. d t 0 ::JEd her (s lu mp i n q 0 f c lad + s t I' U c-
tural mater ial, 1. e. for ~1ANA(I) = 'HUELL'
and MANA(I) :::: 'STRUK')
6: Interpolation wlth 3 points, nonlinear
f 0 r In u I a ( fu eIs 1um p in \1 , i. e • f 0 I'
MA NA(I ) :::: 'BRENN')




0: No Doppler paramaters ror composition MB
1: Doppler parameters are to be calculah3d
-N: Take Doppler parameters of composition N.
Remember, that the order )f macro-materialsin K3 determines
the order, in which all prolrams expect the different variants
(see chapter 3). Macro-materials, on which the microscopic
qroup constants do not de)end, ma\l be inserted at an~ pIsce,
but the order of all macro-m~terials should be the same for all
ccmpositions belonginQ to the same subzone and should be
identical with the order used in the input ror the
NUSYS-program O~250.
The modu le KINCO can be run seperatel~. In thi s case the
necessar\j KAPROS control car1 is:
*GO SNi=KINCO
The computer region needed b\l KINCO is 12K without space for
ire KAPPOS s\jstem and tre data blocks. The group constants are
expected on an externa 1 fi 1e wlth data set number 20 and t he
fl le of transformed blocks for use in KINTIC-2 has the number
2') •
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7. The module KINWQ
KINWQ 1s the module suoervislng the creatlon of a file of
group constants for KINTIC. The input for KINWQ is very simple,
slnce nearly all modules which are called from KINWQ have thelr
own input blocks. The followlng KAPRnS modules are called from
KINt~Q (in the order of the steps listed In chapter 3):
1. KAPROS-NUSYS for calculation of group constants for
groups of compositlons. The module Is called NNUS times for
NNUS groups of compositlons. After each cal1, KINWQ transfers
the results onto 3 file wlth data set number 20 except for
N~IUS = 1, in which case the results are kept in the KAPROS
li Ce line.
2. KAPROS-NUSYS for combi f'1ati on of group constants and
composition blocks (only If NNUS)l) and for reol'ganization of
group constants with the pro~ram 02250. For NNUS>1, the
blocks are read from fi le 20 and transformed in1:o the two
ccmprehensive blocks. For this, NUSYS program O~~91 is to be
called berore 02250.
3. Module ceSOTN for a transformatIon of blocks of group
constants. The transforf11ed blocks are stored on file 20.
4. KAPROS-NUSYS for calculation of the Doppler parameters
with programs 04100/01706. The results are stored on fi le 20.
5. KINCO for data set transformation. The blocks are read
from file 20, the final results are stored on file 25.
Preprogrammed check points can be made after siep 3 and
after step 4. In each case, only file 20 has to be reserved for
the rest art , but t he full input shoul d be provided before and
after each check point.
The input block for KINWQ 13 called KINWQI and i s to be
preceded bV the KAPHOS control card:
'" KSIO X DB N= Kr NWQI ,TY P= CA RD, PM= KINCOI
One should use concatenation for the blocks KINWQI and
K lNeO 1.
Input list for KINWQ:
K1 N1 1: S1: eps 1 - ,1 are .to be p erformed
0: Steps 1 - 3 are not to be perform~d (restart)
N2 1: Step 4 is to be per formed
0: Step 4 i s not 1:0 be performed (restart 01'
calculation withou1: feedback)
N3 1: S1; ep 5 i5 to be per formed
o: S1:ep 5 i s not 1:0 be performed
NNlS Number of compo s I t Ion groups
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-- Input considerations f)r step 1 --
Each cal1 to KAPROc-"IUSYS in step 1 i9 1:0 result in a set of
Rroup constants for onB qroup of composltions. Thus the NUSYS
p r 09 r a ms tobe u s e d i n c 1u d e t he s ta r t up pro {:j'"r a m 0 0397, t h e
pr09ram 00446 for ca1culaticn of group constants, anrl, for
ccllapsinq, the pr09ram OOJ52. For NNUS)l and collapsin9, the
block SPEKT containinq all ccllapsing spectra mUst be brought
into the llfeline in tre first call to KAPROS-NUSyg using the
uti lit)J profl'ram 00451. The blocks SABBR and KOMPO (and onl)l
these two blocks) must be speci ried for inclus ion in t he
lifeline. Intermediate blocks, e. g. blocks of uncollapsed
qroup constants in the case of collapsing, must be deleted.
3ince for successive calls of KAPROS-NUSYS several input blocks
are to be specified, block indexing Is to be used. In step 1,
the input block pertaining to the N.th cal1 to KAPROS-NUSYS is
to be given the index N+3; e. g. for the first call, the KAPROS
control card for the input block is:
*KSIOX DBN=NUDABL,IND=4,TYP=CARD,FMN=NUTEST
It is recommended that the input block KINCOI be provide.d
for the first step alreadv. The step will be run wlthout It
too, but input tests are Imperfect without it.
-- Input considerations for step 2 --
The NlJSYS programs 1:0 be specified in thfs step are 00397,
for NNU3>1 the pro~ram 02291 for the couplinQ of blocks, and
1:he proQram 02250. In tha input for 02291, 20 is to be
s pe ci f i e d f 0 r t h e nu mbel' 0 f t h e file e 0 n t a in I n 9 t heb 10 c k s, a nd
the blocks KCMPO and SAFBR are to be coupled. The number of
enerq)l ~~roups in the new KCMPO block is to be the number before
col1apsinq. - The index of the input block for this step is 1.
-- Input considerat ions f:>r step :3 --
This step is performed autcmatleallu. Input for ccSnTN mUSt
not be provided.
Input considerations for step 4 --
In thl s step, the proqrams 00:197 and 04100, formerl)l DnPKIN,
are to be used. The blocks KOMPO and SPEKT, which In the old
version of DOPKIN had to be provided using 00451, need no1: be
s pe c i f i e dan)l mol' e, s i n c e t he val' e tr ans f er e d tothis s t e p fr 0 m
i; he foreqofnR steps. In accordance wi1:h the rules for programs
I n ~,J US YS t h e nu mbe r 0 4 1 00 i 9 tobe s p e c i f i e d i n t he i n pu t 0 f
OOY'17 for transfer of ccntrol to 04100. The input block for
t his s te p h ast hein d e x 3. - T he i n pu t b 1oe k K IN CO I ist 0 be
speclfled for thfs step alread~9 since it ls used for
determinlng the compositions, for which temperature derivat ives
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are to be ca1culated.
-- Input considerations for step 5 --
Thi s i s the input fol' KINCO, which was descri bed in t he
foregoing chapter.
-- cont 1'01 cards for KINWQ
for star1:ing KINWQ, the fo110wing KAPROS contl'ol card is
needed:
*GO SM=KINWQ
The necessar)/ region even fol' small cases is abou1: 480K due
mainly to the length of the blocks cf group censtants, and Rets
1arger for blgger cases. The data sets GROUCO and KEDAK3 have
1:0 be provided on files 4 and 1, respectiveillo In addition, the
intermediate fi 1e 20 and fi le 25 for the KINTIC-2 group
ccnstants must be prov ided. For the dimensions of computer
region and data sets the sampie cases may provide same
guidance.
11: is hoped that this compilati~n and the comp1ementary
information in /1/ will enable the user to do his own
evaluation of group constants for KTNTIC-2. For ~n
illustration, the full input, comprislng all control cards for
two sampie cases, Is listed in the appendix.
This report wi 11 be complemented by areport on KINTIC-2,
whlch will be issued artel' the KINTIC system has been coupled
to the CAPRI-~ thermodynamics modules.
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On 1he fol10win9 pa~es, two examples for calculatin9 group
constants for KINTIC-2 are given. All input data, ASP-, OS-,
and KAPROS-cont 1'01 cards are 1 ist ed. The characterist lcs of the
sampies are: 2 subzones (core and blanket), each containing an
ini t1 al composi Uon consisti ng of fue 1, clad, coolant, and
structural material. 13 isotopes make up the initial core
composition, 9 isotopes the blanket ccmposit1on. 6 isotopes
produce 6 groups of dela~ed neutrons. far the final step, i t i s
assumed, that 10 feedback zones are required in the KINTIC-2
calculations.
In the first case, the microscopic group constants C'\T'e
constant. Thus, onl~ one variant i9 calculated for each
subzone. The group constants are calculated in one step
(NNUS:l) without collapsing.
In the second case, the micrc9copic group constants are to
depend on the sodium conte:'\ts. consequentl~, two variants per
subzone are calculated. In this case, two 9raups of
compositions are used (NNUS=2) and the original 26 groups are
collapsed to 5 groups.
A few explanations should be given regarding the control
cards. The 1 ibraries used in both cases are; GROUCn cont ainins:!
the 26 s:!roup KrKINR 9roup constant set, and KNDF (KEDAK2)
containing nuclear data for the calculation of the Doppler
effect. Ir KEDAK3 Is to be used, NUSYSO must be replaced by
GFK050 and KNDf b~ KEDAK3. T he f ina1 da ta se t i s stored on
TSTLIB with the data set name WQDS.iiinnn, with iiinnn
si9n1 fyi ns:! the user ident ifica1: ion. The SPACE parameters in the
OS control cards for data sets 20 and 25 are adapted to the
cases under consideration as weIl as region and time parameters
on the job card.
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Sampl e 1




/ / [XCC KSG
//K. FT01FCOl D1) DSN=KNDF,UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=NUSYSO,
// DISP=(OLD,KEEP)









1 1+ 'nHENN' 09.5 .338 'HUCLL' 0 €•• 107 'KUEHL' 0.86 .465
'STRUK' 08•• 09 1
2 4 'pRENN' 09.5 .338 'HUELL' 08•• 107 'KUCHL' 0.80 .465
'STRUK' 08•• 091
*$'«$
*KSIOX DB N= NUDAß L,I ND=4 ,TYP= CARD, PMN =NUTEST
1 4
'00:1~7'
446 0 0 0
'ENDE'
'0044r,'
o 0 0 2 446
'SARER' 'Km1PO' 446
o 0 0 '.46
'KOMPO'
, 26- GR' '. Kr KI ' 'N R0 0l' 0 26 2 0 13 4 46
'CR520' t FF5GO t 'NA230 t 'Ns930' 'NI590' '0 160' 'PIJ390' 'PU400'
'Pt1410' 'PU420' '81280' 'U2350' 'U2180' 446
13 1 .802869 2 .011405 3 .010472 4 1.0038-4 5 .0")22616 6 .01335
78.02-48 2.:1!,)-4 92.7-5105.-6111.494-4121.4-513
.005592 446
9 1 .0031128 2 .012374 :3 .0069513641.0891-4 5 .002456 6







2250 0 0 0
'ENDE'
'02250·
o 2E 2 0
6 n
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0








o 0 0 .~29 .147 .353 .263 .147 .051 .01 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 .029 .147 .353 .263 .147 .051 .01 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 .029 .147 .353 .263 .147 .051 .01 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 .029 .147 .353 .263 .147 .051 .01 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 .029 .147 .353 .263 .147 .051 .01 0 0
000 0
o 0 0 .029 .147 .353 .263 .147 .051 .01 0 0
o 0 0 0
'PU390' .8103-4 6.8724-4 6.1204-4 11.3811-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .331 1.2€ 3.21
'PU400' .8103-4 6.8724-4 6.1204-4 11.3811-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .331 1.2€ 3.21
'PU410' .8103-4 6.8724-4 6.1204-4 11.3811-4
.0129 .0311.134 .331 1.2€ 3.21
'PU420' .8103-4 6.8724-4 6.1204-4 11.3811-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .:331 1.2€ 3.21
'U2350' .8103-4 6.8724-4 6.1204-4 11.3811-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .331 1.2€ 3.21
'U2380' .8103-4 6.8724-4 6.1204-4 11.3811-4
.0129 .0311 .114 .331 1.215 :3.21
4
'BRENN' 7 '0 160' 1. 'PU390' 1. 'PU400' 1. 'PU410' 1. 'PU420'
1. 'U2350' 1. 'U2380' 1.
'IIUELL' 5 'CR520' .5429 'FE560' .5429 'NB930' .5429 'NI590'
.5429 'SI280' .5429
'KUEHL' 1 'NA230' 1.
'STRUK' 5 'CR520' .4571 'FE560' .4571 lNB930' .4571 'NI590'
.4571 '8I280' .4571
4
'BRENN' 3 '0 160' 1. 'U2350' 1. 'U2380' 1.
'HUELL' 5 'CR520' .5429 'fE560' .5429 'NB930' .5429 'NI590'
.5429 '8 T2 8 0' • 5429
'KUEHL' 1 'NA230' 1.









4100 0 0 0
'END::::'
'04100'








11 .... • JOBCIIHD ••• ,
















14 'BReNN' 09.5 .338 'HUELL' 0 8•• lC7 'KUEHL' 1.86 .465
'STRUK' 0 8•• 09 1
1. 4 'BRENn' (' 9.5 .338 'HUSLL' 0 8 •• 107 'KUCHL' 1 .P~ .465-4
'STRUK' 0 8•• 09 1
2 4 'BHF.NN' 09.5 .:338 'HIJELL' 08•• 107 'KUEHL' 1 .8f1 .4(')5
'STRUK' 0 8 •• 09 1
2 4 'BRENN' 0 9.5 .338 'HUSLL' 0 8 •• 107 'KlJEHLt 1 .86 .465-4
'STRUK' 0 8 •• 09 1
*$*$
*KSIOX DBN=NUDABL, HJD=4,TYP=CARD, PMN=NUTEST
1 4
'00397'
451 0 0 0
, ENDE'
'C0451'
446 0 1 0
o 'SPEKT'
25 12.49 71.26 18fi.5 374.1484.2 S41.9 11<)3. 1334. 1182. 1014.
656.4 17~.9 117.1 219.4 116.1 33.54 7.918 .8773 .1139 .007037
.4188-3 .1764-3 .1807-4 .1339-5 .3SGE-7 .151-8
26 13.25 75.12 191.9 370.6 517.8 944.7 1339. 1288. 1187. 944.4
540.9 337.7 165.1 84.49 ~8.45 9.99 2.159 .2244 .02881 .001731
.9901-4 .4801-4 .5011-5 .3583-6 .1019-7 .4223-9
26 10.53 59 .23 16~.2 344.6 505.9 1220. 1939. 2488. 2604. 2483.
1788. 1157. 398.9 727.8 530.6 241.1 97.39 28.94 5.573 .6612
.03979 .01564 .005457 .001148 .1435-~ .5292-5
26 13.32 74.32 19Q. 411.7 ~59.7 1527 .. 2640. 3002 .. 3200. 2868.
1897. 1309. 735.9 462.9 299. 125.4 47.15 12.96 2.291 .2494
.01368 .. OC5002 .001609 .3079-3 .3545-4 .. 1208-5
o 'ENDE'
'00446'
352 0 0 3 'tA6
, SIGMA' 'SABB R' 'KOMPO' 446
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o 0 0 446
'KOMPO'
• 26 - GfP' • K FK I ' 'N R0 0 l' 0 26 2 0 13 446
'CR520· 'FC560' 'NA230' 'NB930' 'N1590' '0 160' 'PU390' 'PU400'
'PU410' 'PU420' 'SI280' 'U2350' ·U2380' 446
13 1 .002869 2 .011405 :3 .010472 4 1.0038-4 5 .0022636 6 .01335
7 8.02-4 e 2.35-4 9 2.7-5 10 5.-6 11 1.494-4 12 1.4-5 13
.005592 446
13 1 .002869 2 .011405 3 1.0472-6 4 1.0038-4 5 .00226~6 6








26 2 0 -2 1 1 0
124
'CDKNT'







446 '1 I) 0
, ENDE'
'00446'
352 0 0 3 446
'SIGMA' 'SABBR' 'KCMPO' 446
o 0 0 446
'KOMPO'
'26-GR' '.KFKI' 'NROOl' 0 2E 2 0 13 446
'CR520' 'FE560' 'NA230' 'NB930' 'N!590' '0 160' 'PU390' 'PU400'
'PU410' 'PU420' 'S1280' 'U2350' 'U2380' 446
9 1 .0031128 2 .012374 3 .0069586 4 1.0891-4 5 .002456 6
.01e953 11 1.621-4 12 2.3957-5 13 .0094527 446
9 1 .0031128 2 .012374 :3 .69586-6 4.C18953 11 1.0891-4 5 .002456 n
.018S53 11 1.621-4 12 2.3957-5 13 .0094527 446
'w QFIN'
, 003E2'




26 2 0 -2 1 1 0
::3 4 4
lIcDKNT'




















o 5 1+ ')
ES 6
.176 .71)3 .061 0 0
.176 .763 .061 0 0
.176 .763 .061 0 0
.176 .763 .06100
.176 .763 .061 0 0
.176 .761 .061 0 0
'PU390' .8103-4 (-).8724-4 6.1204-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .331 1.26 3.21
'PU400' .8103-4 6.8724-4 6.1204-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .331 1.26 3.21
'PU410' .8103-/+ 6.8724-4 6.1204-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .331 1.26 3.21
'PU420' .8103-4 6.8724-4 13.1204-4
.0129 .0:311 .134 .231 1.2€ :3.21
'U2350' .8103-4 ß.8724~4 6.1204-4
.0129 .0311 .134 .331 1.212 :3.21
'U2380' .8103-46.8724-46.1204-4
.0129 .O~11 .134 .331 1.2E 3.21
4
'BRENN' 7 'n ISO' 1. 'PU390' 1. 'PU400' 1. 'PU410' 1. 'PU420'
1. 'U2350' 1. 'U2380' 1.
, HU ELL' 5 'cH5 20' .5 4 29 'F E560' • 5 4 2 9 'NB930 ' • 542 9 'N I 590 '
.5429 '51280' .5429
, KUE HL' 1 'NA 2 30' 1.
"3TRUK' 5 'CR520' .4571 'fE560' .4571 'NB930' .4571 'NI590'
.4571 '51280' .4571
4
'BReNN' 7 '0 160' 1. 'PlJ390' 1. 'PU400' 1. 'PU410' 1. 'PU420'
1 • ' U2:3 5 0' 1. ' U2:3 8 0 1 1.
, H!JE LL' 5 'C P5 2 0' • 5 42 9 'F E560 ' • 542 9 'N B9 30' • 5 4 29 'N I 590 •
.5429 '31280' .5429
'KUEHL' 1 'NA2JO' 1.
, 3TRUK' 5 I CR5 2 0' • 4 571 ' rE 5 6 0' • 4 5 7 1 t NB9 :30' • 45 7 1 'N 1590 '
.4571 '31280' .4571
4
-BRENN' :3 '0 160' 1. 'U2350' 1. 'U2380' 1.
'HlJELL' 5 'CR520' .5429 'fE560' .5429 'NE930' .5429 'NI590'
.5429 '81280' .5429
, KUr: HL' 1 'N A230 ' 1.
'STRUK' 5 'CR520' .4571 'fE560' .4571 'NE931'), .4571 'NI590'
.4571 '81280' .4571
4
'BRENN' :3 '0 160' 1. 'U2350' 1. 'U2380' 1.
'HUELL' 5 'CR520' .5429 'fE560' .5'*29 'NB930' .5429 'N1590'
.5429 '3I280' .5429
- 29 -
'KUEHL' 1 'NA230' 1.






li'KSIOX DBN=NUDABL, IND=3, TYP=CARD, PMN=NUTEST
2"1 4 ,
'00397'
4100 0 0 0
" ENDE'
" 04100'
5 30~~ 600. 900. 1500. 2100.
'1 0 0
1 1 1 1
'COND'
.5 5 8 12 13 26






Dependence Number of Group Doppler par'ameters
compositions constants xc' xf ac' afon
Sodium 2 I 1 1
al'f=Y3+b a( I-y) 2+b ay + b
Can only 2 ay + b " "
Can +
2 1 " "structure
a/l-y3+b
Fuel 3 1 1 a+ Ja+ by + C a+ by + C by + c
Table I: Interpolation functions for microscopicgroup constants
and Doppler parameters
actual density X actual volume fraction )
( y • normal density x normal volume fraction
